Let's Explore the World Together
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ABOUT US
We are resolute towards providing quality relevant EXPERIENCE to students helping them to acquire knowledge and push them towards EXCELLENCE. We are driven towards working TOGETHER to understand the knowledge requirements and provide customized practical learning experiences from a vast spectrum of domains. Our goal is, to make you INDUSTRY & LIFE READY, through our services. We could see that the potential young resources could be nurtured even more into a refined product by making them acquainted with practical and hands on experience. This thought made us to explore the resources and to serve the learners community.

VISION
To provide comprehensive international educational experiences that empower participants to achieve their quest for learning.

MISSION
To be a world leader in the Edu-tourism industry where participants thrive. We are committed to creating immersive experiences that offer genuine insights and exceptional support into local customs and ordinary life.

BENEFITS

CAREER OUTLOOK
Enhance the career opportunities

EXPERIENCE EDUCATION
For more gap’s

LEADERSHIP
Boost your confidence

LANGUAGE
Learn another language & dialect

WORLD PERSPECTIVE
Expand the world view and subject experience

COMMUNICATION
Strengthen communication team building & adaptability skills

CULTURE
Experience a learn another culture first hand

GLOBAL NETWORK
Make new friends around the world

DISCOVERY
Discover new things

☑ EXPERIENCE YOUR INTEREST BEFORE YOU COMMIT
☑ SECURE YOUR ADMIT IN YOUR DREAM UNIVERSITY
☑ TOUR LETTER OF RECOMMENDATIONS RIGHT FROM THE PROFESSORS
☑ SEE THE WORLD EXPERIENCE EDUCATION
EDUPROGRAM

A new and unique way of combining theory and experience in a short span and affordable way. To achieve this purpose, we offer a best-in-class short certificate experience: from the top-tier universities, we collaborate with major domains that deliver verifiable competencies, with the personalized process. Our programs are up to date and we ensure the content is always current and industry-relevant, equipping students with only the futuristic knowledge, skills, tools and techniques with an American experience.

SAVE TIME
- All forms are available to be filled out online, including student registration and parent permission slips.
- Shared trip itineraries, so other educators can easily select a recommended program.

IMPROVE SAFETY
- Track students and assign chaperones in real time.
- Instant support sent to students with one click of the emergency alert.

MAKE IT EASY
- Access program information all in one place, organizing itineraries and logistics.
- Manage activities in real time, including course materiel, faculty, housing, transportaion, chaperones, students and ongoing updates.

EDU-ID that Makes your Edu Tour Safe and Simple

Our proprietary universal EDU-ID security innovates student travel, keeping everyone connected in real time. We provide peace of mind for parents and educators wherever students go, with features that find students immediately and improve communication efficiency.
UNIVERSITY PARTNERSHIP

An Edutourism Partnership will drive your university’s international enrollments, enhance your global brand and accelerate your growth. For a decade we have been consistently delivering our promises and transforming our partner's competitive performances. The journey towards overseas study is an enormous step for students, their families, and their sponsors.

Our team will be on hand with every stage of the process to provide guidance and support. Together we extend the university's global reach and impact, helping more international students to fulfill their potential as global citizens and future leaders. We build deeply embedded partnerships that enable universities to achieve their international ambitions.

Career Simplified!

An Exclusive EDUTOURISM company, which brings eloquent awareness through experiential learning EDUPROGRAMS for Knowledge seekers and making CERTIFICATIONS & CAREER simple.

How to Get Started?

✔ Choose the Eduprogram: Consider our global and local experiences, choosing based on universities, academic focus and professional goals.

✔ Promote the Experience: Share with institution, friends and parents about the participated Edu program so everyone can have the opportunity to participate.

✔ Travel Planning: We provide packing lists, travel logistics, lesson plans and more to make planning easy.
STUDY ABROAD

Study abroad is an excellent initiative for students looking beyond the traditional learning curve and a true answer to your future. An international education, with an opportunity to learn new culture, this initiative explores diverse tradition and thrilling places to visit. It’s an amazing journey to saturate the demand of the much needed hands-on experience of knowledge.

Study Abroad program helps you to explore the whole world and unravel the power of knowledge and wisdom through your own ideas. Study Abroad program will be a perfect gateway to what you are seeking – Knowledge through experience.

SPEND A SEMESTER AT SEA

THE WORLD IS YOUR CLASS ROOM

SEMESTER IN INDIA

Colorful festivals | Big Bang weddings | Masala Chai off course Samosas included | Auto rickshaws make you wonder why anyone needed windows | Promise you will learn a new language | Bargaining the skill you will bring home | Bollywood who misses | Trains never miss out | Lassi – sweet yogurt makes you addicted | Cricket the life | Politics Live | Tajmahal is more beautiful in person than photos | Bazaar Buy colorful fabrics inexpensively | Bhang a bud of cannabis takes you around the world | Street food to die for | Still McD, KFC, Subways welcomed | Religious and respectful everywhere

INCREDIBLE INDIA – THERE ARE STILL SO MANY WAYS TO SAY THE WORD LOVE - INDIA @ EDUtourism
EDUTOURISM GATEWAY TO INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

✓ AGRICULTURE  ✓ ENVIRONMENT
✓ ARCHITECTURE  ✓ LIFE SCIENCES
✓ ARTS  ✓ LAW
✓ BUSINESS  ✓ SPORTS
✓ ENGINEERING  ✓ TECHNOLOGY
✓ FASHION  ✓ ENGLISH
✓ HEALTH  ✓ THEOLOGY
✓ COMPUTERS  ✓ MUCH MORE.
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